
To the second World Women’s conference 

Greetings 

Firstly we congratulate holding the second World Women’s conference , support the associations and 

we join our voice to all voices that call for freedom and equal rights between the gender ,empowerment 

the role of women in society 

We in Rojave which consider part of divided Kurdistan into four parties. (Rojave the north side of Syria) 

We have many affectively targeted in order to rais the level of awaerness and affectively particpating of 

women in the socity 

Especially since the political events experienced by Syria and suffocating crisis that prevailed. The 

blockage of solutions because of all the external and internal parties calling to resolve the crisis have no 

democratic solution to the project, but each party is seeking to seize power through the denial of the 

other party and confrontation with violence and weapons, without resorting to democratic dialogue. 

but Roj Ava revolution that rejects both parties and has democratic politics, which seeks to resolve 

conflicts and crises first through the acceptance of dialogue and second across resistance approach. It 

owns the project of building the nation's democratic. Where it was after the liberation of northern areas 

of the Baathist power and from the clutches of the terrorist gangs, it has built a self-administrations in 

several cantons. So the people has self-management in accordance with the law of direct democracy. 

This administration and the theory that we pursue (democratic nation) operate according to several 

principles, including the development of the foundations of co-presidency between genders in all 

institutions, organizations , groups and councils, so that women's participation in all decision-making 

positions. The other principle is the subject of equal sharing in participation ( participation by 50% for 

both genders) 

Meanwhile, work on the organization of women in all spheres of life as political so that it has a presence 

in the democratic political movement. And also in the social field: what we have done can not be 

underestimated, such as building the House of women to solve women's issues, and participation dense 

in all the institutions of civil society, there are unions, and Waqif of the free women that develops 

developmental projects for women and children, and organizations of anti-violence against women, the 

opening of kindergartens, Build homes for the elderly and people with special needs, mental institutions 

for treatment. In the field of economy, there is a committee working on the development of women's 

entrepreneurship in accordance with the concept of the social economy, any Alcolmunali economy 

(communal) shall be for all women participate and benefit from the economy, which is served does not 

serve the capitalist economy. In the field of awareness we have private academies only to women its 

number is three, the opening of an intellectual training sessions where women can gain from the 

ideological and knowledge her gender,and its history , recognize their rights and how to achieve their 

demands and cadres women which will enter the arena of struggle with full deep intellectual  are being 



built . There are other areas such as the participation of women in all legislative and executive councils 

and local departments 

Women worked to communicate with feminist  movements and Democratic Women, in various states to 

define itself and its revolution, to deliver her voice to all women to earn them solidarity and to hold the 

bonds of relationships to build a united front for the freedom of women. Rojava has become the focus 

of attraction for many of the women who had come to visit the area (journalists, academics, activists, 

etc ...) 

The story of the heroic resistors produced by women in the battlefields ongoing on our land has a great 

resonance in the world and media circles that. Women in this geographical holding the weapon is not to 

kill but to defend freedom in the face of the toughest forms of aggressive named Dash. And she was 

able to emerge its will in the military field where it formed units to protect women, and also 

participated in the women's community protection forces (civil defense) and provided valuable 

martyrdom of many of the battlefields. Defense of women in the world, not only in her home country. 

Once again we appreciate your great conference and we are confident you and our participating friends  

in this conference that sheds light on the issue of women and the problems experienced by the 

challenges it faces in the arena of struggle for freedom. And with all the faith we will go together on the 

path we have chosen the arduous journey together and we will win it together. P bird flying with his 

squadron, and women will be freed with the emancipation of women at large. 

You well 

Rojava 
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